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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
DURING THE 4th MARATHON OF THE DIVINE MERCY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

The true roots of the universal love are found in the wisdom and in the knowledge that each being
of this wide cosmos can experiment with day by day inside this school which your Most High
Father calls "the school of evolution".

Today My Heart has been able to rejoice in this wisdom that is awakening as light in the prayerful
hearts.  It is the wisdom of the heart that will always allow you to understand immaterial and
spiritual things.

The path that I offer you for this life is the path of the spirit, the inner dwelling that will help you to
understand the great mysteries of God.  The path to reach love is humility, the immutable
instrument that will give you the necessary simplicity before all of the tests of life.

This path of humility today is not sought by the majority of My ones because humility requires from
the good hearts the emptiness of oneself, the most pure honesty and the surrender to the Divine
Will.  For this My Father has asked Me to remind you about these basic principles, those which
form the life of the walker and pilgrim.

I leave for you the aspiration to seek the Divine Wisdom.  The world must recognize through It that
it is time to change and to ask for Pity for those who are still fallen in the four cardinal points of the
Earth.

The prayer to My Infinite Mercy will always lead you to remember the path of My Passion on the
Cross, that which I realized for you.  In this time the Divine Mercy will try to awaken humble spirits
so that soon they may be converted into bridges of salvation for those who are forgotten in the
world.

I Am asking the most simple from all of the schools that exist in the universe, I only encourage you
to seek this perfect path of redemption and of peace for all.

I give thanks for the work of the marathon participants and principally to all of the children that,
marathon after marathon, open to Me the door of their homes so that My Invincible Love may enter.

I bless the apostles who inspire themselves to walk by My Side in this time of purification, but also
of peace for all who always seek the light of My Heart.

Under the infinite Love of God, be humble and blessed.

Thank you for entering today into My Chaste and Pure Merciful Heart!

Your Universal Guide,

The Master Jesus Christ


